Fun Page
How much did you learn?
The answers to all these questions can be found in the
newsletter...see if you can remember!
1

What colour are the flags that tell Safety Sam that the
lifeguard is on duty?

2 To reduce exposure, plants that grow on sea cliffs are
very tall. True or false?
3 How many acres of blanket bog and heath were
engulfed by fires at Ballycroy National Park this
spring?
4 Where does “The Cheetah Run 4 Mile Road Race”
take place each year?
5 What is the largest fish in the world?
6 Do iridescent clouds have large or small water
droplets?
7 Who was given the honour of naming the Humpback
whale “Baltimore”?

Why was the cat so small?
Because it only ate
condensed milk.
What medicine would you
give an ill ant?
Antibiotics.
What happened when the
swallow swallowed a teaspoon?
He wasn’t able to stir.
How do you prevent a
summer cold?
Catch it in the winter!

8 What is Willie Duffy’s job at Fota?
9 What is the first step on the Water Safety poster?
10 What type of bird is used in the mobile?
11 Where is the Pan-STARRS telescope situated?
12 To which country did Willie Duffy travel to last year, to
bring back cheetahs to Fota Wildlife Park?
13 How many ducklings did Ronan & Emma Lally’s cat
adopt recently?
14 To which family of birds do blackbirds belong?
15 Which is the fastest swimming fish in the sea?
16 There are only a few birds in a colony. True or false?

If a goat jumped into a
swimming pool, what is the first
thing he would do?
do
Get wet.
Why did the potato cross the
road?
He saw a fork up ahead.
What buzzes, is black and
yellow and goes along the
bottom of the sea?
A bee in a submarine.

Answers: (1) Red and yellow; (2) False. They are low-growing; (3) 3,000; (4)
Fota Wildlife Park; (5) The Whale Shark; (6) Small droplets; (7) Micheal Cottrell;
(8) Head Warden; (9) Don’t swim alone; (10) Swallow; (11) On top of the
Haleakala volcano in Hawaii; (12) France; (13) Three; (14) Thrush family; (15)
The Indo-Pacific Sailfish; (16) False. There are many birds in a colony.

Think of a Title
Have fun with
your friends
making up a
caption for this
picture of a
dog in his
basket.

Spot the five differences!
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